
 

Kingston HyperX Cloud MIX - Headset
- full size

Bluetooth - wireless - wired - 3.5 mm jack - black

Group Audio Equipment

Manufacturer Kingston

Manufacturer item no. HX-HSCAM-GM

EAN/UPC 0740617280302

Description
HyperX Cloud MIX is a versatile gaming-grade wired headset with console
connectivity via a 3.5 mm stereo plug (4 pole) and PC compatibility using the
dual audio and mic plugs. For media streaming and phone calls, the headset
can pair to any Bluetooth ready media device or phone for wireless
connectivity on the go. 

 The flexible detachable gaming mic is TeamSpeak and Discord Certified for
clearer game chat. Remove the mic in Bluetooth mode and use the internal
built-in mic for a more travel friendly headset for phone calls. It has intuitive
onboard audio and mic controls for answering/ending calls and controlling
media playback while in Bluetooth mode. This product is ideal for the gamer
who wants the stable wired connection for gaming and the Bluetooth option
for other entertainment. 

 With a single 3.5 mm stereo plug (4 pole) and the added convenience of in-
line audio control, this is targeted towards PC and console gamers. It is has
multi-device compatibility, so it also appeals to a more casual audience that
will also use the headset in Bluetooth mode for phone calls or streaming
music and videos. In addition, it appeals to PC enthusiasts and audio
professionals looking for a high-quality build headset with immersive in-game
audio and long lasting comfort. 

 

Main features  

Product Description HyperX Cloud MIX - headset

Product Type Headset - Bluetooth - wireless, wired - 3.5 mm jack

Recommended Use Game console, portable electronics, computer

Colour Black

Headphones Form Factor Full size

Connectivity Technology Wireless, wired

Wireless Technology Bluetooth

Sound Output Mode Stereo

Microphone Boom & on-cable

Controls Answer/end, play/pause



  Extended details

General

Product Type Headset - Bluetooth - wireless, wired - 3.5 mm jack

Weight 258 g

Colour Black

Recommended Use Game console, portable electronics, computer

Audio Output

Headphones Form Factor Full size

Connectivity Technology Wireless, wired

Wireless Technology Bluetooth

Sound Output Mode Stereo

Diaphragm 40 mm

Features Detachable microphone

Microphone

Type Boom & on-cable

Remote Control

Controls Answer/end, play/pause

Connections

Connector Type Headset (mini-phone stereo 3.5 mm 4-pole)

Miscellaneous

Included Accessories Detachable microphone

Cable Details Headset cable ¦ Audio splitter

Manufacturer Warranty

Service & Support Limited warranty - 2 years

Dimensions & Weight (Shipping)

Shipping Weight 726 g
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